
Notes for a year later /  

Things are loudening again. I’m finding life thawing again and shaking itself of the year-long hazy winter death 
that  slouches in alleys and slips behind shower curtains and crowds itself into bars that used to never stop 
breathing, even when they were empty.   

Weeks ago, a lone biker on the street looked like a remnant, an anachronism, a puzzle piece found under a rug in 
a  home that houses no games. Today I’m finding us as beach people again. I’m finding us as wingless things that 
go  where we can and want to be everywhere. I’m finding that I’ve preferred thinking of where I ought to belong 
versus  where I ought to be. I’m finding myself arriving at an assortment of unexpected answers.  

Paused, or just different? was the question I wanted to answer before I could.  

Both. Everything is both and something else.   

But what do we have? What can we learn? What can we substitute? is the shit passed off as nourishment which 
I’ve eaten for a year, and it makes me sick to look at.   

No, no, no, this is conditional. We accept domesticity only when it thrills us, we throw new clay on the 
wheel  only when we’re craving the feeling, we play only with new things that stay new, and when too many 
breads  have been baked, we start crafting our escape routes like housewives with postcards tucked under 
a  mattress, like clockwork, like moon phases. We are restless instinctual beasts for a reason.  

What can we make?  

That’s not always the right question.  

What can we do?  

Something that is mistranslated and belittled as “waiting,” that is really something else.  

Something giant.  

the forbidding future passed with us connected like trees rooted miles away from each other. It’s been presented 
in  all poetic forms, but we’re not fucking trees. I lost patience fast for forced satisfaction. I missed the times when 
we  were an electric tangle making magic.  

It was the world that we warmed –  

Beer breath lining up around the block to enter the cauldron  

Smoker legs and black boots floating on the Aragon fire escape  

Lights that burned a welcome into a dark sky  

Hormonal satisfaction hanging in the air, hugging everyone like sweat, like breath, like a scent  

It was the houses we built –  

Bodies wedging through tunnels of shoulders and backs 
Cigarette-tinted tongues up on the roofs of non-smoker mouths  



Noise pouring off of the ceiling like rain, sliding up the walls and wearing down throats  

It was the rooms we filled –  

Really filled, filled with strangers we loved and liked and could do without  

Filled with the us that doesn’t matter but does, especially when we aren’t together  

We lit them up with charged bodies  

We’re charging for that.  

And remember how fast it all became “remember whens?” Remember how terrified we were? On that one day 
we  were willingly or unwittingly unprepared for, when we woke up remembering life as a memory….  

We died something that day. And so quickly we rebirthed, we tried new living, even the living that wasn’t anything 
like  living we knew, we did our life/death/life, even rushed life that was really still dying, we checked our all of our 
“make  an amazing creation” boxes just by waking up every day after death.  

And remember how wobbly it felt -- all us foal-ish piles of nearly-broken bones dropped from one big womb world? 
Every few weeks of this year I’ve blinked a little more blood out of my eyes, shaken a little more shock out from 
under  my skin, wondered when it would all come out, and it never did.  

We were a whole world of infants born in the middle week of March, and no one saw it more clearly than the 
young  folks. I bore a lot of anger with it. I’ve carried it and watched it grow, I’ve been a patient parent of fury.  

That Friday the 13th in the ides of March when I guess no one thought to pull the bay leaves out (it must have 
made  our great grandmas furious, but my grandma managed to forgive me for forgetting black-eyed peas and 
herring…),  

We carried on, carrying each of us ourselves, in cold spring apartments   

We held ourselves, by ourselves, when we couldn’t  

We did unbearable things for results we couldn’t know  

When you watch the world change alone holding no one, and how do you heal from that? How do you carry on in 
that? How do you dance with that? and the answer was that I didn’t. The feeling of carrying on, starting even, 
while  the world is at mess, at war, sick to the pit and crumbling – and you’re sitting in the same warm lighting, in 
the same  bed, trying to find normal when you’re just a being in a bed and light in a crumbling world. That 
weakened me  

It was a weak year. It was a death year. It was a falling to flames year. I’m ashes and you best let me 
be. I fought fights this year in my infant body  

I’m blinking more blood out of my eyes, realizing at the same time that the fight was a fight and that I’m quite 
winning.  Prevailing from this year full of words and no hands  

Faces and no pants  

Voices made of metal bits doing fancy shit and not 
Breath doing what everything does  

You can keep it all you want but  



You can keep it.  

It was a year that made me know, God, I love this corporeal heaven   

And God, I see how we make and make and make it into hell with what’s been called intellect  

It was a year that reminded me how, if she takes me fast and soon without leaving a book full of my brain or some 
loose ends for a writer, I was something - and all that matters is us somethings and the something elses we burn 
into  

and the something news we make together  

This whole obituary to the killer, the baptism of a future, the entrance into new movements on all 
fronts, it’s all oddly unceremonial compared to the halt that tragedy causes,  

It’s an era of no graduations, no weddings, no start or end stones, just soft fades that dim and 
glisten, until we land some body part-first at an arrival.  

I’m sitting in the April sun once again turning over at the skin I molted out of in my year-long-winter-cracked 
hands,  trying to figure out what I look like now, if I am different creature entirely, or just the same beast with 
sharper teeth and a heightened flight response  

It’s the way I see a different world and I’m refitting myself into it   

It’s the way I’m mad at what I once loved and gently picking up what I used to tread over  It’s the 
way I’m letting things crawl back into me as they like and returning my old skin to its owners.  

We’re healing big right now in our one-year-old world. We’re healing slowly and slightly and often individually the so 
big-so-close-you-can’t-tell-what-it-is hurts.   

So for this time and for all the others I’m turning over, I want to say –  

you can take this odd and unsightly flightless bird into your arms, look at what a monster it is, not know 
what on EARTH to do with it or who it belongs to or how to teach it to fly or even if it can, and still find it 
utterly  lovable, and curiously natural to cradle  

While I can’t see you, until I can touch you, I want to say,  

That I sure want to.  

At this one-year point, I’m saying,  

see you?   

Have a fading to a glisten of a celebration and look at how you made it. Check in on the sun that’s setting. 
Look at the rooms you filled alone and the ones you left and the ones you didn’t leave for long times at 
a  time, the ones you loved and liked and hated, sometimes all at once  

Look at the homes you found when you needed one, the words that passed, the touches that didn’t make 
it,  and how nearly it unearthed you  

Look at the world we made, the one that’s trembling a little   

It’s just like us, putting on new legs that might be the old ones and finding them wobbly again  

In all the energy that it takes to make words that are no match for body heat, I’m just saying -  



That if you really stood still the year the earth stood still, you still went around with everyone else.  

We are both on time and timeless. We are both inside and so outside. We are so both it 
disappears.   

We are only everything we are and nothing else. Fuck the rest. Lay to rest. Rest as you need. 
 


